Licensee, Sunshine State Television Network, Inc. operating under call sign KOHC-CD
(hereinafter “KOHC”) hereby gives notice of suspension of operations for a thirty (30) day
period in order to replace equipment removed by a former tenant, El Nacional De Oklahoma, Inc.
(“El Nacional”), that had operated under KOHC-CD under a Time Broker Agreement (“TBA”).

The El Nacional TBA was terminated in June of 2016 by KOHC-CD for failure to pay the agreed upon
monthly fees as well as other breaches of the TBA. The KOHC-CD and El Nacional are presently in
litigation which as of March 14, 2017 is now an appeal in the appellate courts of the State of Oklahoma.
Said litigation ensured after KOHC-CD informed El Nacional that it desired to voluntarily participate in
the FCC Reverse Auction 1001 and potentially be afforded re-pack reimbursement, or be a winning
reverse bidder under the auction. KOHC-CD was hampered in said litigation because it did in fact
participate as an applicant to the FCC Reverse Auction 1001 and was subject to the Commission’s Order
and Rules regarding “Quiet Period” obligations of Reverse Auction applicants.

Furthermore, the

Oklahoma state district court did not allow continuance of the litigation until the end of the auction on
March 30, 2017. These issues among others are now on appeal and have not been determined with
finality.

Not disclosed to KOHC-CD during the course of the TBA, or within its litigation with El
Nacional, was the fact that El Nacional had replaced existing equipment of KOHC-CD and disposed of
KOHC-CD prior to June 2017. Pursuant to the written terms of the TBA, El Nacional was to have sought
prior written consent of KOHC-CD. El Nacional failed to do so. El Nacional furthermore failed to
provide written notice or electronic communication that it had replaced and disposed of KOHC-CD. The
exact date of when KOHC-CD’s equipment was replaced, and when its equipment was disposed of is still
unknown by KOHC-CD. Only the landlord or the property where KOHC-CD’s facilities are located,
Ronald Tutor d/b/a Tutor Consulting, and El Nacional have knowledge of exactly what transpired and
when and have not fully disclosed this information to KOHC-CD.

Independent of its litigation with KOHC-CD, El Nacional initiated a state of Oklahoma replevin action
against Ronald Tutor of Tutor d/b/a Tutor Consulting seeking return from him the replaced equipment.
KOHC-CD was not a party and did not receive any legal advisement of the action from El Nacional as a
party of interest. El Nacional and Ronald Tutor of Tutor d/b/a Tutor Consulting thereafter entered into a
stipulated agreement and court order for the return of the equipment. This stipulated order was entered
after the appeal of the underlying litigation between KOHC-CD had been filed. The order was executed
immediately after its execution, and KOHC-CD was then informed that it was off-air by Ronald Tutor of

Tutor d/b/a Tutor Consulting. To date, El Nacional has not informed or noticed KOHC-CD of the
equipment removal or its resulting disruption of broadcast services as a party of interest in either litigation
or otherwise.

KOHC-CD now gives the Commission notice of its suspension of broadcast services for thirtydays (30 days) to assess and install replacement equipment.

Respectfully Submitted,

_/s/_Jorge_Rossi__/s/_
Jorge Rossi, President
Sunshine State Television Network, Inc. (a Florida corporation)
Licensee KOHC-CD
Facility ID

